Subscription Package

Subscribe and Save!

**Balm in Gilead**
by Lanford Wilson  
directed by Kim Rubinstein  
graduate & undergraduate theatre production  
Nov. 13-23 • Mandell Weiss Forum

**Man in Love**
by Christina Anderson  
directed by Stephen Buescher  
graduate theatre production  
Nov. 18-23 • Mandell Weiss Theatre

**Elektra**
by Sophocles  
translation by Timberlake Wertenbaker  
directed by Juliana Kleist-Mendez ’21  
graduate theatre production  
Dec. 2-7 • Theodore and Adele Shank Theatre

**Dance Thesis I:**  
The Underground  
directed & choreographed by Marcos Duran ‘20  
gradiate dance production  
Jan. 23-25 • Sheila and Hughes Potiker Theatre

**Dance Thesis II:**  
An Object, Screaming  
directed & choreographed by Paulina Colmenares ‘20  
gradiate dance production  
Feb. 6-8 • Theodore and Adele Shank Theatre

**Much Ado About Nothing**
by William Shakespeare  
directed by Will Jones  
undergraduate theatre production  
February 10-15 • Mandell Weiss Forum

**Orestes 2.0**
by Charles Mee  
directed by Joseph Hendel ’20  
gradiate theatre production  
February 26 - March 7  
Sheila and Hughes Potiker Theatre

**winterWORKS 2020**
undergraduate dance production  
March 12-14 • Mandell Weiss Forum

**Undergraduate Theatre - TBD**
undergraduate theatre production  
June 3-6 • Mandell Weiss Forum

**New Directions 2020**
undergraduate dance production  
June 4-6  
Sheila and Hughes Potiker Theatre
Below, select the date of the six performances of the ten shows listed you wish to attend.

If ordering multiple subscriptions for different dates, use a new form for each subscription.

**PAYMENT INFORMATION**

\[ \text{# of Subscriptions} \times \$50 = \text{Subtotal} + \text{Donation} = \text{GRAND TOTAL} \]

PERSONAL CHECK: Make payable to “UC REGENTS”
ORDER BY MAIL: UCSD Theatre & Dance Subscriptions, 9500 Gilman Drive, MC 0344, La Jolla, CA 92093-0344
ORDER BY FAX: (858) 534-1080
Online orders not available.

Questions: Contact Mark Maltby, mmaltby@ucsd.edu, Tel. (858) 882-3152

Office Use Only :: Date: ________ By: ________